JOURNAL OF ARNOLD BENNETT
hired a car and went round Dornoch Firth to Dornoch. A
village of 700 inh. with a cathedral and vast railway hotel.
We drove back to Inverness yesterday, and came on to Edin-
burgh in the afternoon, arriving at the North British at
9.30. This hotel not so ugly as the Central at Glasgow, but
still passably ugly. Railway Companies ought not to be allowed
to build hotels, or at any rate " the Company's Architect"
ought not to be allowed to design them. They have too much
money to spend and too many conventions.
Durham, Saturday, October 2nd.
Left Edinburgh yesterday at 10.20 and missed the fast con-
nection at Newcastle for Durham. Newcastle is a vast, dirty
and dishevelled station. It doesn't seem to belong to anybody
in particular. Enormous ennui of the casual local train to
Durham. A few ' first seasons ' (I thought) in our compartment:
men well accustomed to the boredom of travelling in slow trains.
I went to sleep, and only awoke as we were entering Durham.
At station the stationmaster asked me if I was the Earl of
Darnley. Presently the Earl of Darnley arrived with wife. He
is in fact rather like me but older and bigger. We stuck our
luggage on a cart for the hotel and went direct to the cathedral.
This cathedral comes up to expectations. It is not a homo-
geneous whole, but many of the parts are magnificent. The
verger who guided us was dignified and very funny at times
without knowing it. Still he told us a lot. It is a gigantic
affair, this cathedral, and I regret that the view from the north
side shows up so acutely the disparity of the towers. The view
from the river is all that Turner & Co. made it out to be.
London, Saturday, October gth.
Yesterday afternoon I went down to Cambridge to stay a night
with Rivers and see to Richard's induction into Clare College.
Train full of undergrads and relatives. Tea at Rivers's. Then
by ' backs' to Clare where I saw Richard's rooms.
I dined with. Rivers in St. John's hall. A ' short' dinner,
too short, and professors etc. rather dull. Too cautious ; too
pedagogic. Another professor there, agriculture. I forget his
name. His chief interest seemed to be the history of the barley
plant. Went on with him to Rivers's, where there was another
psychologist (psycho-analyst) who had just been on a visit to
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